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Int. The Black Rock- Dusk (Flashback)

Desmond backs away across the room and he 
almost falls backwards over a box of 
dynamites

Desmond:
How many bullets you got left brother?

Locke:
One and one is enough to finish this

Desmond:
Maybe so but do you really believe you can 

go back to them now?

Locke:
Who Jack? I don’t need them; I’m on my own 

mission now

Desmond:
A mission of destruction

Locke:
I was giving this gift as you were your 

haunted visions and you used them to hurt

Desmond:
I was getting it wrong brother

Locke:
What do you mean?



Desmond:
Charlie wasn’t suppose to die brother it 
was me I kept seeing but I saw Charlie in 
my place because he was meant to be judged 
and Jin, I was suppose to die in his place 
but again I saw him die each time because 

he was being judged, I don’t get what 
happened to me brother but I don’t want it, 
I don’t want this burden as I’m sure you 

won’t want yours

Locke:
I’ve done what I had to, to survive and you 

know it

Alex appears in the doorway

Desmond:
You’re foolish brother I’m not afraid to 

die, I’ve seen it

Locke:
I’m not afraid either Desmond

Alex:
Locke!

Locke turns to Alex. Desmond moves in and 
grapples Locke’s hand, the two struggle for 
the gun but as soon as Locke continues to 
hold his grip on the weapon he aims it at a 
box of dynamites

Locke:
You ready… “Brother”



Locke pulls away from Desmond and lashes 
out with the gun handle. Locke reaches 
down, opens a door in the floor, turns to 
the boxes of dynamite and shoots. The boxes 
explode as Locke falls down into the tunnel 
leading to the Orchid station

Int. Orchid Tunnel

Cut to a close up of Locke’s face from 
below as above we see flames pass over the 
small door. Locke grabs his head and ducks 
down allowing the flames to pass. The small 
door leading to the tunnel is quickly 
blocked over with wreckage from the ship

Locke:
Well now that was an explosion-

Locke looks down the long tunnel as dust 
falls from the lightly lit ceiling. One of 
the ceilings lights flash and in that flash 
Cooper can be seen for a split second 
pointing at the door leading into the 
Orchid. In the next flash he has gone

Locke:
Dad! Am I supposed to go in there?

Cooper’s Voice:
Make sure they don’t find you; they’ll try 

to stop you-

Locke:
As long as they think I’m dead… I can do 

what I want



Int. Freighter Corridor (End Flashback)

The scene opens with a close up of Locke’s 
face. The close up becomes a wide angle as 
he still stands opposing Alexander DeGroot

Mr. DeGroot:
I will let you stay here if you can co 

operate-

Ben:
Do you actually trust this man John? After 

you’ve seen what he has done?!

Locke:
None of that matters Ben! What deal are you 

referring to?

Danielle:
Locke before you make any decisions you 

have to read this

Danielle withdraws the file labelled 
‘OCEANIC FLIGHT 815’ from under her vest 
shirt. Danielle hands the file to Locke

Mr. DeGroot:
I see you found the files eh?

Danielle:
After what you’ve done Ben is actually 

right, why trust you?

Alex:
Mum, don’t provoke him-



Mr. DeGroot:
Its okay little girl, I ain’t going to hurt 

your mum… she’s right, why trust me?

Locke:
What is this? Some game? These files what 

are they?

Locke slings the file onto the corridor 
floor and a photo of a plane underwater 
slides out

Mr. DeGroot:
Your ticket to stay here… as far as anyone 
outside of this Island’s visibility knows 
all passengers on board Oceanic Flight 815 
died in that plane crash, it was the only 
way to make sure no one would come looking 
for the Island before we could, it also 

meant no one could leave which is why we’re 
lucky we found Michael before he got back 
there… home where you so desperately don’t 
want to return. Wouldn’t it be weird if 
anyone from your flight made it home? 

They’re all dead, it just wouldn’t make 
sense… now I need your co-operation because 
there is another Freighter not too far from 
this location and on board are a group of 
people worse than us, you don’t even want 

to mess with them-

Ben:
You can’t be serious, what hell are you 

bringing to my Island Alexander?



Mr. DeGroot:
I didn’t bring them; two things did… the 
moment that underground station imploded 
and the second when all communication was 

brought back to the Island-

Locke:
Charlie-

Mr. DeGroot:
They’re on their way and you have to help 
me… help the enemy stop the enemy John… I 

will allow you to stay if you help me 
destroy them and what they plan to do here… 

so what do you say to that John?

Locke:
I’ll make the deal… what do you need me to 

do?

END OF TEASER



Int. Jungle- Day 

The scene opens with Jack laying down 
Juliet’s body on the grass. Jack makes his 
way toward the bushes with suspicion

Kate:
Where do you think it landed?

Jack:
It wasn’t too far from here

Randall:
Jack, they’re probably from the Admiral-

Sawyer:
Well if they’re from the Admiral, City Boy, 

we go gun crazy-

Jack:
[Turns and points at Sawyer] Nobody is 

shooting anybody until we know who they are

Sun:
They parachuted onto the Island from a 

helicopter Jack-

Michael:
We can’t trust them

Walt:
Dad what are they going to do?

Vincent barks to get Michael’s attention; 
he turns to Walt and embraces him with one 
arm

Hurley:
Dudes why don’t we-



Hurley notices Charlie standing in the 
bushes toward his right. Charlie points in 
the direction of the helicopter and the 
parachutist

Hurley:
Go see who it is, I mean they can’t be 

worse than who we’ve already met

Jack:
Okay, Sawyer you stay with the group; I 

don’t want you being forced to use that gun 
you got-

Sawyer:
Righty ho Doc-

Kate:
Jack-

Jack:
Kate; you, Hurley and Randall come with me-

Randall:
Me? Why me?

Jack:
You’d know who they are right?

Randall:
Yeah but they we don’t get along with-

Jack:
You’re coming with us, end of-

Jin steps forward and cocks his handgun; 
Sun tries to hold him back



Jin:
[Speaks Korean] Help… you

Sawyer:
It’s alright chewee; you can stand guard 

with me

Jack:
If we’re not back in an hour or so don’t 
come after us… keep moving to the Beach-

Jack nods and he makes his way into the 
bushes, Kate, Hurley and Randall follow

Int. Deeper Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the scenery, then in a sudden cut to a 
close up of a flower, the flower dies 
slowly. The camera zooms out to a another 
wide angle shot to reveal Jacob walking 
passed the flowers and bushes, as he does 
leaves falls dead to the floor below and 
Jacob’s bare feet crunch on the brittle 
surface of the floor. Jacob stops as the 
ground rumbles a little, then in an instant 
the Black Smoke howls over the Jungle and 
Jacob turns to the sound of the screech. A 
tree is uprooted and the camera becomes a 
point of view of the Black Smoke as it 
soars swiftly toward Jacob. The camera 
reverts to a medium shot and shows the 
Black Smoke staring Jacob in the face. 
Jacob smiles and raises his hand the 
bushes, he sneers and the Black Smoke 
screeches as it soars off into the Jungle



Int. The Orchid (Flashback)

The scene opens with a medium shot of Locke 
open the hatch door leading into the Orchid 
Station. Locke feels the darkness of the 
wall beside the door for a light switch. 
Locke flicks the first switch he feels and 
the lights turn on revealing a dusty, 
deteriorated and rather messy Dharma 
Station. Locke ventures into the dustiness 
and he picks up where he last left off 
before when Ben had brought him down to the 
Station. Locke can be seen searching for 
anything of necessary values to him but he 
finds nothing

Locke:
What is it? What do you want me to see?!

Locke frantically looks around the Station 
but finds nothing, then as soon as he turns 
to a blast door he confronts an apparition 
of Mr. Eko

Locke:
Eko-

Mr. Eko:
John, you must stop them

Locke:
Stop who? What do I need to find down here?

Mr. Eko:
Open your eyes John

Locke:
To what? I don’t see anything amongst this-



Mr. Eko disappears within a blink of an eye 
and Locke focuses on the blast door

Locke:
Is that what you want me to find?

Charlie appears behind Locke

Charlie:
What was it you once told me John? “What I 
know is that this island might just give 
you what you're looking for, but you have 
to give the island something”… you have to 
give something to the Island John to find 

get what you want-

Locke:
I want to stay here; on the Island… this is 

my destiny

Charlie:
If you want it that bad John you’ll give up something-

Locke:
I’ve already made my sacrifices, Boone, my 
Father, Eko, that Naomi; all of them for my 

own benefit… my selfish act is what is 
stopping them from leaving the Island 

because I’m too petty to want to leave-

Charlie:
There’s your answer John, you know what 

you’ve got to sacrifice for what you want…

Locke:
Rescue

Locke turns to Charlie and Charlie sneers



Int. Freighter- Office (End Flashback)

The scene opens with the opening of an 
office door. In the medium shot Alexander 
DeGroot is the first to enter, followed by 
a curious Locke, then an intrigued Alex and 
a suspicious Danielle who has Ben grasped 
by his hands in rope

Mr. DeGroot:
Take a seat John-

Locke pulls out a chair from underneath the 
large office table and he sits

Ben:
I’d get used to the chair John because when 
you’re shipped off this Island you’ll go 

back-

Danielle elbows Ben in the cheek and he 
sits him down in a chair. Alex stands close 
by to her mother worrying as to what will 
come of this short “alliance”

Locke:
So I co-operate and help you stop whoever’s 
coming to the Island and you let me stay 

here

Mr. DeGroot:
It’s rather simple isn’t it John?

Locke:
Too simple-



Mr. DeGroot:
Look we want this Island not for its 

inhabitants but for what it can do… for
example you’re legs… you had no movement 
whatsoever and suddenly you crashed here 

and it all changed-

Locke:
I was a cripple yes and that is one of my 
reasons for not going back, I fear that I 

will lose that-

Ben:
You’re going to lose it anyway if you team 

up with him John

Locke:
I make my own decisions Ben, don’t you dare 

make them for me

Ben:
I just don’t want you to do something 

stupid John… I’ve done many stupid things 
but what you’re signing onto here is a 

lifetime of-

Mr. DeGroot:
I wouldn’t listen to what Benjamin says 

John… he is bitter and twisted and he can’t 
stand the fact that I’m giving you a chance 

to stay where you want to stay

Locke:
Ignore him and let’s get on with this

Locke turns to Alex and she smiles a 
little, Locke nods and turns back to 
Alexander DeGroot



Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a medium close up of 
Jack appearing from the bushes to find a 
parachutist lying down on the floor, 
motionless, his helmet lays a few metres 
away from his wavy and dark brown hair. 
Kate, Hurley and Randall emerge from behind 
Jack

Hurley:
Dude is he dead?

Jack moves in toward the stranger and in a 
split second the stranger sits up and aims 
a handgun at Jack. Jack backs away and Kate 
raises her rifle to the stranger, he has 
the British flag printed on the top right 
hand corner of his vest

Jack:
Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa!

Stranger:
Back up! I said back up!

Kate:
You back up [cocks rifle]

Randall:
Violence isn’t necessary is it?

Stranger:
Who the hell are you?

Hurley:
Dude you like parachuted here… who are you?



Stranger:
My name is William Kingston [lowers 

handgun] Bill for short-

Jack:
Bill we don’t want to hurt you okay? Look, 
I’m Jack Sheppard and we’re Survivors of a

plane crash… Oceanic Flight 815

Bill:
Oceanic Flight 815?

Hurley:
Yeah dude, you know about it?

Bill:
For one we had no idea that there was even 

a plane crash, we’re looking for a man 
named Desmond Hume… we’re party of the 

search and rescue team looking for him… the 
only reason we know about your crash is 
that we got a transmission through a few 
weeks ago from a young guy… he said his 

name was… Charlie Pace

Hurley:
Dudes, Charlie must have sent that 

transmission before he died

Bill:
He mentioned your crash to Penelope… our 

vice president

Jack:
So you’re here to rescue Desmond?

Bill:
Yes... why else would we be here?



Randall:
Ut oh

Jack turns to Randall and frowns. Randall 
smiles with fear and gulps

Ext. Jacob’s Cabin- Day 

The scene opens with a close up of Sayid’s 
bleeding face. Sayid gets himself up and he 
looks around at the Jungle. At the next 
moment Sayid notices the gap in the ash 
pile surrounding Jacob’s Cabin. Sayid 
shakes his head with disbelief

Sayid:
What have I done?

Sayid stumbles off into the Jungle

Int. Freighter Office

The scene opens with a close up of 
Alexander DeGroot

Mr. DeGroot:
Well John there’s two very simple outcomes 
to my deal… one is we destroy the enemy and 
me and my people leave you alone or two you 

join us and become part of the 
rehabilitation of the Dharma Initiative

Locke:
Interesting and what makes you want to want 

me to join you?



Mr. DeGroot:
Your passion for this Island John, this is 
where you were suppose to be and you know 
what we want to achieve on the Island, its 

simple reasoning-

Ben:
Besides the fact that John has blown up two 

of your precious stations Alexander

Locke sighs and withdraws his handgun as he 
sits

Ben:
What makes you think he won’t turn around 

and detonate-

Locke leaps off of his chair and tackles 
Ben to the floor. Locke holds his handgun 
to Ben’s neck, Danielle and Alex step away 
in shock and Alexander DeGroot stands from 
his chair

Int. The Orchid (Flashback)

Cut to a medium shot of Locke opening up 
the Blast Door and stepping inside the room 
behind. The camera pans the dark room and 
the faint outlines of a chair and medical 
equipment can merely be seen in the 
blackness. Locke feels for a light and 
turns it on, the room brightens up and the 
chair that Jacob had been strapped to years 
ago sits in its same place, cobwebbed and 
aged. Various medical equipment is 
scattered around the room and a few 
skeletons of those Dharma Scientists 
stricken by what they had done to Jacob lay 



decayed on the rotted floor. Locke covers 
his mouth and nose with his hand and he 
coughs violently at the smell of the room 
until he notices four filing cabinets in 
the corner of the room and he makes his way 
to them. Locke looks up over the filing 
cabinets and sees a vent in the ceiling, 
underneath the vent is a marking ‘CV’

Whisper #1:
A Leader can’t lead until he knows where 

he’s going-

Whisper #2:
Everyone gets a new life on this Island-

Whisper #3:
They’ve attacked us-

Whisper #4:
Sabotaged us-

Whisper #5:
Murdered us-

Whisper #6:
You’re not alone-

Locke:
What do you want from me?!

Locke snaps out of his daze and he looks 
around frantically for the source of the 
whispers, then he stops as Cooper appears 
before him



Cooper:
Those are just a few of your wise words 

John-

Locke:
Father-

The Blast Door opens and Alex stands in the 
doorway where Cooper had just been standing

Alex:
Locke you’re alive!

Locke:
Alex… I’m glad you found me down here

Alex:
I thought you were dead

Locke:
Desmond?-

Alex:
He’s pretty bad; it doesn’t look like he’ll 

make it through the night

Locke:
Good; one problem out the way

Alex:
What’s the other?

Locke:
Ben… and these people that want to sabotage 

this place Alex

Alex:
And how are we going to make a difference?



Locke:
You’re going to help me stop them Alex and 

stop Ben

Alex:
I… I don’t-

Locke:
Do you want to live Alex… what would Karl 

want you to do?

Locke smiles at Alex and she nods with 
determination at his offer

Int. Freighter Office (End Flashback)

Cut to Locke pinning Ben up against the far 
wall of the office beside the door. Locke 
holds his handgun to Ben’s throat and he 
frowns at his adversary

Ben:
Go on John do it but killing me won’t save 

you-

Alex:
Locke please-

Locke turns to Alex and he lets go of Ben

Locke:
Get him out the room before I kill him

Danielle:
We’ll wait in the corridor, come on Alex

Alex follows her mother as she leads Ben 
out of the room



Locke:
Continue Mr. DeGroot… 

Mr. DeGroot:
Very well John-

Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a medium shot of Cindy 
and the children, Zach and Emma

Cindy:
Okay children I know, I’ll speak to him

Cindy manages to catch not just Sawyer’s 
attention but everyone else too

Cindy:
Excuse me but can’t we continue to the 

Beach, the children are scared

Michael:
Scared? Don’t you think my boy is scared?!

Walt:
Dad-

Walt lets go of Vincent and stands

Sawyer:
Yeah Mikey everyone’s a little shaken up-

Michael:
No Sawyer you don’t get it, my boy was 

strapped to a chair for weeks! Strapped to 
a chair by you people! 



Claire and Sun look at each other with 
sympathy for Michael. Jin lowers his head 
and Bernard cuddles up to Rose

Michael:
He was strapped to a chair and made to 

watch videos… videos and made to see god 
knows what else! Were those two tied down 

too?
Cindy:

That wasn’t us; we didn’t do that to him 
that was Ben… only because Jacob told him-

Michael:
Jacob?! Who the hell is this Jacob and why 

does he want to hurt my son huh?

Walt:
Dad!

Michael:
If he wants my son so bad why doesn’t he 
come get him? Come and get him from me!!

Cindy embraces the children as they are 
scared by Michael. The cluster of Survivors 
and Others mumble amongst themselves

Sawyer:
Come on chief [puts his right hand 

Michael’s left shoulder] calm down okay

Michael:
I’m sorry, I’m sorry

Walt strokes Vincent as he watches his 
father sit down on a log and put his face 
in his hands



Int. Jungle- Day

The scene opens with a medium shot as Jack 
grapples Randall up against a tree by his 
collar

Kate:
Jack! Jack!

Hurley:
Dudes come on!

Jack:
So why are you lying to us Randall?!

Randall:
I’m not lying!

Bill:
Wait you’re from the Dharma Rehabilitation 

group!

Randall:
Uh, yeah but I’m reformed-

Jack punches Randall and Kate pulls Jack 
away from him

Kate:
Jack! Jack don’t-

Jack:
Who are you really?



Hurley:
Dude I’m confused, when we found Naomi out 
in the Jungle she had a book with her and 

inside was a photo of Desmond and his girl… 
how did she-

Bill:
Naomi Dorrit right?

Hurley nods

Bill:
Ha, we had a break in on the Admiral, some 
files were stolen and some equipment and a 

photo from our Vice Presidents office… 
that’s how she got the damn photo-

Jack:
So you’re people have tried to turn this 

round on them eh Randall?

Randall:
It’s all what Annie and Mr. DeGroot 
planned, I had no dealing in this-

Bill:
Look… Jack… I’m here to do my job, the 

Admiral is docking up by the North sector 
of the Island and we want what we came for, 

we want Desmond-

Hurley:
Uh, dude… Desmond’s missing-

Bill:
What do you mean missing?



Hurley:
Well we found three speedboats on a Beach 

not too far from here and he got on one and 
took off into the Ocean… except he didn’t 
get that far… the boat kinda went boom and 

that’s it-

Bill:
You just best hope that he’s alive because 
without him Penny isn’t going to want to 

rescue you either

Jack:
Well let’s just get to our beach, the 

sooner we see the situation down there the 
sooner we’ll know what to do next

Bill:
You’re people… how many-

A tree is uprooted from the floor and the 
Black Smoke sirens over the Jungle

Bill:
What the?-

Jack:
Everyone come on!

Jack runs off back toward the group, Hurley 
is the first to follow, then Bill, then 
Randall and Kate lastly



Int. Freighter Corridor

The scene opens with a medium shot. 
Danielle throws Ben up against the wall and 
he slides down to the floor. Alex steps up 
to him

Ben:
Alex please do tell your mother not to 

throw me against the walls-

Alex:
I’ll let her do what she wants to you… Ben-

Danielle:
I think the corridor might not be clear; 

I’m going to go check it out

Alex turns to her mother

Danielle:
Will you be okay with him?

Alex:
16 years of crap from him mum… I think I

can stand 5 minutes

Danielle nods to her daughter and 
disappears down the corridor



Int. Freighter Office

The scene opens with a medium shot of Mr. 
DeGroot handing Locke the files marked 
‘Oceanic Flight 815’. Locke opens with 
files and begins to read

Mr. DeGroot:
Like I told you before John, no one outside 

of this Island knows that you’re alive… 
everyone on board that plane died and the 
only way to make sure it stays that way is 
to keep your people here and you know that-

Locke:
Yes I know that Mr. DeGroot-

Mr. DeGroot:
Please call me Alexander-

Locke:
Alexander, but my friends… my people they… 
they need rescue, one of them is pregnant 
and if she stays here she will die and the 

baby will die, I don’t want that-

Mr. DeGroot:
It’s a sacrifice needed John to secure your 

place here I’m sorry

Locke:
I can’t do that to her, not Sun she 

deserves to have her baby in a hospital-



Mr. DeGroot:
I’m giving you a choice John, either you 

stay here and become our enemy or you join 
us and stay here as apart of this Island… I 

know you want the latter 

Locke:
I’m willing to sacrifice a lot of things 
Alexander… but this is going to take some 

time-

Mr. DeGroot:
We don’t have time John

Locke:
Well I need time to think, if this is what 
was meant to be it won’t be a split second 

decision

Mr. DeGroot:
What exactly are you saying John?

Locke stands

Locke:
I need to talk with the Island

Int. The Orchid (Flashback)

The scene opens with a medium shot of Alex 
throwing down a file from the filing 
cabinet to the floor. Locke turns to her 
and then turns back to the file he is 
reading

Locke:
Anything of interest Alex?



Alex:
Nothing, just a load of stuff on Dharma and 

the Rehabilitation Project

Locke:
Rehabilitation Project, what is that?

Alex:
I don’t know, there were some notes jotted 
done… if Dharma was the lose to the Hostile 
they were sending a message to another team 
of researchers so that they could continue 

Dharma

Locke:
A back up-

Alex:
Yeah-

Locke:
So these people that Jack called, they’re 
all part of Dharma and that’s what they 
want, they want the Island for research

Alex:
I’m guessing so yes

Locke:
Or do they want to get Ben back for purging 

them?

Alex:
Locke I don’t want him to die, as much I 

hate him right now he raised me



Locke:
I was raised by a foster family Alex you 

know that? Then I met my real father and I 
thought that he was the most magnificent 
man in the world until he took my kidney 
and pushed me from an 8th storey window… 

then he ended up here-

Alex:
The Man from Tallahassee-

Locke:
Yeah, he’s dead now… I came so close to 
killing him myself you know but I just 

couldn’t… yet imagine if Ben was to put you 
in that position would you kill him-

Alex:
No, I’d do what you did; I’d get someone 

else to kill him for me

Locke:
Well then that’s what I’m here for; I will 

kill him for you

Locke walks over to a desk and Alex watches 
his every move. Locke opens a drawer and 
withdraws the handgun marked with The 
Orchid symbol

Locke:
Because Ben is selfish and manipulative and 

he doesn’t deserve to live



Int. Jungle- Day (End Flashback)

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Jack slowing down his speed as he emerges 
with the others through a bush cluster

Kate:
We lost it Jack-

Bill:
What was that thing?

Jack:
That thing would be one of the things 
Randall and his people are here on the 

Island for

Randall:
I don’t even know what it is

Hurley:
It’s big… it’s bad… it’s a monster… made of 

smoke

Bill:
Smoke? Are you serious?!

Sawyer appears in the scene and behind him 
the group of Survivors and Others mumble a 
the sight of Bill

Sawyer:
Doc what you doing bring him back here?

Jack:
His name is Bill and he is here to rescue 

us



Sawyer:
He’s here to what?

Michael turns to Walt, Walt smiles with 
joy. Sun looks at Claire and Claire cuddles 
Aaron close with a smile. Jin looks at 
Bernard and he smiles too

Ext. Beach Camp- Day

The scene opens with a close up of Richard 
standing guard at the entrance to the 
Freighter. Various armed Others are 
scattered along the beach. Richard watches 
them as they chat amongst themselves until 
one moment later and Other is chucked 
across the sand and they roll down toward 
the ocean. Richard’s eyes widen and he 
looks to see the menace

Richard:
Anthony! Anthony what in the name of-

Other:
Richard! What is-

The Other is knocked backward by an unknown 
force and they crash into one of the 
Survivors tents. Richard blinks and for a 
moment he notices Jacob, frowning as he 
marches down toward the Freighter

Richard:
Jacob! No! How did you?!

Jacob can be seen walking up to Richard but 
Richard can not see him



Jacob:
I’m free and I want Ben-

Richard:
Jacob can’t we settle this with simple-

Jacob:
No! I was bound to that Cabin for so long-

Richard slowly raises his handgun and 
Jacob’s evil eyes focus on them within a 
second

Jacob:
You were so loyal-

Jacob frowns and Richard raises his gun to 
his own head

Jacob:
Pull the trigger Richard… and go say hello 

to your father-

Richard’s hand shakes as he cocks the 
handgun and closes his eyes. At that moment 
Anthony tackles Richard to the sand and he 
shoots up into the sky. Jacob watches the 
two with anger and then continues into the 
Freighter



Int. Freighter Corridor

The scene opens with a close up of Ben’s 
eyes as he watches Alex

Ben:
So Alex is this the path you’ve chosen?

Alex:
What path? I’m helping Locke because he is 

going to save us

Ben:
You’re wrong Alex… John is a murderer and 

the only reason Jacob has kept him alive is 
because he couldn’t control me anymore

Alex:
Locke’s a good man Ben

Ben:
No Alex he isn’t-

Alex withdraws a handgun with The Orchid 
symbol on the handle and she aims it at Ben

Alex:
You know he told me, you deserve to die for 

what you’ve done… for the selfish acts 
you’ve played out for your own gain… I told 
him I couldn’t do it, I couldn’t kill you… 

Ben-

Ben:
Of all the moments that I’ve seen you hate 

me I never thought you’d kill me Alex-



Alex:
I’m not going to kill you Ben… but I’m 

going to make you feel the pain Karl felt 
when you murdered him!

The Freighter rumbles and the corridor
lights flicker

Alex:
What was that?!

Int. Freighter Office

The scene opens with a close up of Locke

Locke:
I’m need to speak to the Island to ask for 

its-

The room begins to shake and the light 
flickers

Locke:
What is that?

Mr. DeGroot:
I don’t know

Locke turns to Mr. DeGroot with fear and 
confusion

Int. The Orchid (Flashback)

The scene opens with a close up of Locke 
burning a small fire in the Blast Door room

Locke:
Did you know what they had done?



Alex:
[Enters] No, I never even knew Jacob 

existed

Locke:
They strapped him to that chair [points] 

and they tested him

Alex:
Like Room 23-

Locke:
Except what they injected into him the 

files say was a new drug… they were using 
Jacob as their test subject… but things 
went wrong, the last diary entry in that 
file ends with “we drew pure evil from 

within him and he lost corporeal form but 
we believe” and it ends

Alex:
Is that what started the Purge? Dharma did 

what they did to Jacob?

Locke:
Yes they did Alex which is why we’re going 
to take them out right now and take out Ben 

too-

Locke gets up

Locke:
Promise me that if we get into that 

Freighter and I don’t make it out you will 
sacrifice my life for the Island… promise 

me that you’ll do whatever it takes to stop 
them



Alex:
I promise

Locke:
Well then let’s go

Locke pulls open another blast door with a 
long tunnel leading down into the darkness 
and he begins to walk down it, Alex follows 
him cautiously

Int. Freighter Corridor (End Flashback)

The scene opens with a medium shot of Alex 
helping Ben stand

Alex:
What was it?

Jacob’s Voice:
Ben!

Ben:
That would be Jacob Alex and he is coming 
for me, now you haven’t got much time so 
please if you want to save John Locke and 
save me too you have to press that button 

in the room

Alex:
But Locke said not to!

Ben:
Locke doesn’t know what it can do Alex… but 

it will save us and this Island

Alex:
But I-



Ben:
Alex please do it!

Danielle comes from around the corner

Danielle:
Alex are you okay? What is that noise?

Jacob’s Voice:
Ben!

Ben:
Its Jacob… he is free

Danielle:
Who, who is this Jacob?

A strong brush of wind pushes Danielle 
through the wall beside her and Alex 
screams

Alex:
Mum!

Ben:
Alex you have to press that button!

Alex turns to Ben and she runs off toward 
the left of the corridor. Jacob can now be 
seen by Ben and he grapples him by his 
throat. Ben is raised above the ground 
against the wall

Ben:
You [cough] came for me then Jacob



Jacob:
I was bound to that place for years… if it 
was for Sayid Jarrah I wouldn’t be able to 

wreak my revenge on you and those that 
wanted me bound

Ben:
We [cough] we [cough] were thinking of 
ourselves Jacob [cough] you were too 

powerful-
Jacob grins evilly

Jacob:
I still am!

The camera pans behind Jacob and Ben as 
Locke and Mr. DeGroot appear from the 
Office

Locke:
Jacob!

Jacob turns his head to Locke and a piece 
of the wall breaks off and soars toward Mr. 
DeGroot. Locke moves forward and takes a 
blow to the face, blood splatters up 
against the wall and Mr. DeGroot watches in 
horror



Int. Freighter Room

Cut to medium shot of Alex entering the 
computer room, she sees the broken screen 
and places her handgun down on the desk. 
The Freighter continues to rumble, the 
lights continue to flicker. Alex looks down 
at the keyboard… she has no idea what she 
is doing but she reaches down with her 
finger and presses down on enter. A white 
light blinds the screen and a loud rumble 
follows this bright light

Ext. The Barracks Dock- Day

Fade in from white to a close up of Desmond 
pulling himself up onto the Dock from the 
water. Desmond is cut and bruised and his 
clothes are torn even more than they were 
from the explosion at The Black Rock. 
Desmond lays down on his back until he 
hears footsteps on the dock and he turns to 
his left to see a uniformed man (uniformed 
as Bill was) standing beside him, aiming a 
handgun at him

Desmond:
Who the hell are you Brother?

Man:
[Lowers handgun] Desmond-

Desmond:
You know me brother?

Man:
I’ve can’t believe I’ve found you…



Desmond:
Found me, how do you?-

Desmond sits up and turns around to see 
another Freighter off the coast of The 
Barracks Dock. Desmond’s eyes widen and he 
smiles a little

Desmond:
Penny-

BLACKOUT: LOST


